Exhibit Data Sheet

Anamorphic Images: Cone / Cylinder
On a ﬂat surface the images are distorted beyond recognition
– a peculiar visual code requiring a special key. Slip the square
sheets over the reﬂective cone: aha!
Easier to decode are the anamorphic images that ﬁt the shiny
cylinder. A pattern is provided for you to draw a coded-image of
your own, then see it appear in undistorted reﬂection.
Source: Spektrum der Wissenschaft, Februar 1981
Realisation: Technorama / Sketches (Comics): Ivan Moscovich
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Reﬂection, Illustrations, Virtual Images, Reﬂections by a cone,
Anamorphosis

115

110
Dimensions in cm

90

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 130 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: moist microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 90 x 110 x 115 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Anamorphic Images: Cone (Cylinder)_Anamorphose: Kegel/Zylinder / Nr. 10570

Exhibit Data Sheet

Anamorphic Images: Cylinder / Cone
On a ﬂat surface the images are distorted beyond recognition
– a peculiar visual code requiring a special key. Slip the square
sheets over the reﬂective cone: aha!
Easier to decode are the anamorphic images that ﬁt the shiny
cylinder. A pattern is provided for you to draw a coded-image of
your own, then see it appear in undistorted reﬂection.
Source: Spektrum der Wissenschaft, Februar 1981
Realisation: Technorama / Sketches (Comics): Ivan Moscovich
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Reﬂection, Illustrations, Virtual Images, Reﬂections by a cylinder,
Anamorphosis

115

110
90
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 130 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: moist microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 90 x 110 x 115 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Anamorphic Images: Cylinder (Cone)_Anamorphose: Kegel/Zylinder / Nr. 10569

Exhibit Data Sheet

Expandable Cube
Pull on the cord to create a translucent cube. Keep on
pulling to make it grow. Inside the kaleidoscope, it expands
backwards as well as forwards so it grows twice as fast as
you’re pulling. Conceived by the San Francisco Exploratorium,
this is a cube with a twist! Check what happens when you
pull the cord to right or left: is this a Cubist curve?
Idea: Exploratorium (Shawn Lani), San Francisco/USA
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Optical Square

122

93

110
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 120 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 110 x 93 x 122 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Expandable Cube_Ausdehnbarer Würfel / Nr. 10571

Exhibit Data Sheet

Bathroom Mirror
Sit still in front of the mirror, and look carefully at your face:
sketch the outline, mouth, nose and eyes, as you see them in
the glass. Now look at your sketch. No points for artistic skill,
but can you guess why it’s that size? (Clue: your image is as
far behind the mirror as you are in front of it.)
Idea: Prof. Richard Gregory, Bristol/UK
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Plane mirror, Virtual Image, Law of reﬂection, Intercept
Theorem

215

70

140

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 210 Kg

Materials: MDF, Ceramics, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 140 x 70 x 215 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Bathroom Mirror_Badezimmer-Spiegel/ Nr. 10572

Exhibit Data Sheet

Mega-Kaleidoscope
Duck down and step into the man-sized kaleidoscope: three
huge mirrors set in a triangle. Ask a friend to look through the
spy-hole, to see you at the centre of everspreading reﬂections
of you, you, you, you, you...
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Hall of Mirrors, Corner Mirrors, Multiple Reﬂections, Kaleido-scope

200

250
220

250

250
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 300 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 250 x 220 x 200 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Assembly required. The exhibit is transported in 6 separate parts.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Mega-Kaleidoscope_Begehbares Kaleidoskop / Nr. 10573

Exhibit Data Sheet

Eyes in the Back of your Head
This apparatus allows you to check up on your hairdresser’s
skill: how sharp is the cut round your neck? Pleased with the
ﬁt of your collar? Are you balding yet??
Idea: Dr. Rudolf Rüetschi, Warth/TG
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Parallel Mirrors, Virtual Images

220

147
53

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 170 Kg

Materials:

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 53 x 147 x 220 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Eyes in the Back of your Head_Blick auf den Hinterkopf / Nr. 10574

Exhibit Data Sheet

Rotating Mirrors
No mysteries with the ﬂat 180° mirror: rotate it and your image
stays straight in front of you. The two mirrors joined at a 90°
corner give you the sight-corrected, or ‘tailor’s mirror’, image
– you as the rest of world sees you, not right-left reversed.
Rotate the mirrors and your image turns full circle, at double
speed. Look into the angle where the two mirrors join, and
close one eye: which eye closes in your reﬂection? Surprise!
The two mirrors joined at 60° are at a critical angle: the image
you see has been reﬂected three times, off the ﬁrst mirror onto
the second, off the second back onto the ﬁrst, and off the ﬁrst
back towards you. That’s 60° three times over: 180°. So your
image appears exactly as in the ﬂat 180° mirror, directly behind
the border where the mirrors touch: it’s reversed right-left and
does not turn when you rotate the mirrors.
Idea: Prof. Richard Gregory, Bristol/UK
Realisation: Technorama

Ø 73

Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Corner Mirrors,
Cat’s Eyes

178

Dimensions in cm

54

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 270 Kg (3 x 90 Kg)

Materials: MDF, Iron, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 73 x 54 x 178 cm (3x)

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Rotating Mirrors _Drehbare Plan- und Winkelspiegel/ Nr. 10578

Exhibit Data Sheet

Parallel Universe
A composite mirror which broadens your face so much
that you can almost see into both ears!
Stand over the red spot and look directly into the middle of
the mirror. You are exactly at its focus, and from there your
face and head are completely “unwound” from ear to ear
by the strip-mirror.
Realisation: Dave Barker, San Francisco / USA
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Plane Fresnel-Mirror, Reﬂection, Concave Mirror

200

90
235

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 280 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 235 x 90 x 200 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Floor Marking, Illumination

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Parallel Universe_Fresnel Spiegel / Nr. 10582

Exhibit Data Sheet

Pepper‘s Ghost
This is one of the oldest SFX, pre-dating Star Wars and
Spiderman by over 100 years. A large sheet of glass, angled
from stage towards auditorium, optically combines a
reﬂected actor – the ‘ghost’ concealed beneath the stage, out
of the audience’s sight line – with other actors on stage who
are seen directly through the glass. Experiment with light
levels to make this ghost fade in and out of sight. Lift the side
panel to expose the theatrical contrivance.
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Plane Mirror, Virtual Image, Magic Camera

155

124

71
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 130 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 71 x 124 x 155 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
The glass plate must be transported separately.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Pepper‘s Ghost_Geisterhaus/ Nr. 10583

Exhibit Data Sheet

Kaleidoscope Experiments 1 to 6
Oversized toy or mathematical puzzle? Six kaleidoscope
exhibits invite experiment, and reward with crystalline 3-D
images. Each is equipped with a collection of translucent
plastic shapes and sticks, to reveal the geometry around
1/3, 1/4 and 1/5 of 360°. There is a very pleasing perfection in
symmetry!
K1: 3 mirrors set at 120° from each other
K2: 3 mirrors at 90°
K3: 3 mirrors at 72°
K4: 4 mirrors at 120°
K5: 2 mirrors each at 120° and 90°
K6: 2 mirrors each of 120° and 72°
Idea: Nik Schwabe, Zürich
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Kaleidoscope, Corner Mirrors

135

340
Dimensions in cm

100

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 120 Kg

Materials: MDF, Wood, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 340 x 100 x 135 cm (2x)

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Requires construction: the exhibits are transported as 6 separate units.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Kaleidoscope Experiments 1 to 6_Kaleidoskope 1 bis 6 / Nr. 10586

Exhibit Data Sheet

Hands-on Mirage
The laser beam brushing the surface of the hot plate is visible
until you blow down through the hole. Your relatively cool breath
above the hot plate makes a denser, cooler patch of air sufﬁcient
to deﬂect the beam upwards… and it disappears.
Now try the reverse: turn on the hair drier to heat the cool plate.
The laser beam travels faster through the less dense hot air, so it’s
bent down onto the plate, and becomes visible.
Idea: Prof. Dr. Michael Vollmer, Fachhochschule Brandenburg (D)
Realisation: Technorama
Sectors:
Optics, Laser Optics
Keywords:
Speed of Light, Refractive Index, Refraction, Mirage

95

110
65
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 100 Kg

Materials: MDF, Wood, Plexiglass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: moist microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 65 x 110 x 95 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Not too much light, Levelling required

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Hands-on Mirage_Laser wegblasen/ Nr. 10588

Exhibit Data Sheet

Parallel Mirrors
Looking between the pair of parallel mirrors, you see
repeating images stretching off to left and right. With
perfect reﬂectance they’d continue for ever. Put the soft
toy between the mirrors: you’ll see it alternately head-tailhead-tail as it’s reﬂected alternately from front and back.
Experiment with the light stick: how many reﬂections from
the light to the ﬁrst green image? And to the ﬁrst red image?
Try tilting one mirror: the little points of light trace out the
arc of a huge circle. Consider: if the mirrors were perfectly
parallel, that circle would be inﬁnitely large!
Idea: Prof. Richard Gregory, Bristol/UK
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Multiple Reﬂections, Inﬁnity, Virtual Images

160

70
90
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 80 Kg

Materials:

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 90 x 70 x 160 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Parallel Mirrors_Parallelspiegel / Nr. 10589

Exhibit Data Sheet

Colour Corner
Set two mirrors at 62°, cap them with a third, and mount
a lightbox at their apex. This kaleidoscopic art piece is
another Caspar Schwabe creation: “2% artefact, 98%
illusion”, he asserts..
Realisation: Nik Schwabe, Zürich

Sector:
Optikcs
Keywords:
Corner Mirrors, Kaleidoscope, Illusions

212

221

167
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 420 Kg

Materials:

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: humid microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 167 x 221 x 212 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Colour Corner_Polyeder-Spiegel / Nr. 10591

Exhibit Data Sheet

Hinged Kaleidoscope
Slowly close the hinged door, and count the number
of regular polygons traced by the red cord: triangle,
square, pentagon, hexagon,... Just before the door shuts
completely, the polygon you see has an almost inﬁnite
number of sides – it is almost a perfect circle.
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Adjustable Corner Mirrors, Kaleidoscope, Symmetries

140

80

155

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 130 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 155 x 80 x 140 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Hinged Kaleidoscope_Polygon-Schönbildschauer / Nr. 10592

Exhibit Data Sheet

Back View
Step forward to check how neat (or not….) your bum really
looks in those cool new jeans: every clothes’ store should have
this back-view booth!
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
90° Corner Mirrors, Parallel Corner Mirrors

187

155

230

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 210 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 230 x 155 x 187 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Requires construction: the exhibits are transported as 2 units.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Back View_Rück-Blick auf den ganzen Körper / Nr. 10598

Exhibit Data Sheet

Carousel of Faces
IAs you carefully adjust the light level, the mirror becomes a
window onto a well-known face. Balance illumination with
reﬂection, and merge your face with a more famous one: choose
from Mick Jagger, Mr Bean, Jean-Paul Belmondo, or the Queen of
England!.
Idea: Science Center Portland, USA
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Transparency, Reﬂection, Mirrors, Windows

125

155
90
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 180 Kg

Materials: MDF, Wood, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 90 x 155 x 125 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Carousel of Faces_Spiegelfenster-Karussell / Nr. 10604

Exhibit Data Sheet

Shiny Metal Sphere
Here is the ﬁsh-eye effect: the centre of the image looks
correct but round the edge, where light strikes the
sphere’s surface at an oblique angle, it gets more and
more distorted.

Ø 50

Realisation: Technorama

Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Spherical Mirror, Curved Mirrors, Fish Eye

135

50
50
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: Kg

Materials: MDF, Plexiglass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 135 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Shiny Metal Sphere_Spiegelkugel Grossformat / Nr. 10602

Exhibit Data Sheet

Mirror Maze
Design a maze with Einstein’s image as it’s goal. At your
disposal are ﬁve mirrors, many wall pieces, and your trialand-error learning of the laws of incidence and reﬂection off
plane mirrors.
Idea and concept: Bernie Zubrowski
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Reﬂections, Labyrinth

95

140
100

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: Kg

Materials: MDF, Kunststoff, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 140 x 100 x 95 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Mirror Maze_Spiegel-Labyrinth / Nr. 10605

Exhibit Data Sheet

2x2 Puzzle
Four cubes ﬁt together in the box. Each cube has 4 quarter-pictures,
one on each of 4 faces. The other two faces are transparent, BUT they
look onto the square mirror that bisects the cube. Confused? It’s a
tough puzzle! There are six pictures to put together, by combining real
and reﬂected images. Take chocolate, take your time.
Concept: Ivan Moscovich
Images: Technorama and Kurt Hüﬂimann
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Real Images, Virtual Images, Reﬂections

126

50
Dimensions in cm

60

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 40 Kg

Materials: MDF, Plexiglass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 60 x 50 x 126 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
2x2 Puzzle_Spiegelwürfel-Puzzle / Nr. 10601

Exhibit Data Sheet

Deformable Mirror
Here is whole-body morphing at the touch of a switch in a
mirror the size of a door. Curvature is controlled at 15 points,
offering wild effects from ‘Diagonal Warp’ through ‘Fat and
Thin’ to the ﬁsh-eye ‘Corner and Centre’ effect. To grab that vital
photo opportunity, ‘Hold to Freeze’: Aha and Wow exclamations
guaranteed!
Idea and Concept: Joseph O‘Connell, Creative Machines, Inc.

Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Distortion, Deformed Mirror Surface

210

180
110
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 280 Kg (read also Notes)

Materials: MDF, Steel, Plexiglass,

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt
Dimensions: 110 x 180 x 210 cm

Polycarbonat
Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.
Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The rear of the exhibit is furnished with a monitor screen and brochure stands. Organisation and costs of transport, insurance and
lighting are not included in the hiring price. Weight: including crate and compressor: 560 kg

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Deformable Mirror_Verformbarer Spiegel / Nr. 10609

Exhibit Data Sheet

Mirror Made to Measure
How tall a mirror do you need to see yourself from head to toe?
Does the height change if you’re closer or further away? (No!)
Using the remote control, you can pull a blind down till the top of
the mirror reﬂects the top of your head; and pull another blind up
till the mirror’s bottom just touches your toes. Now measure your
tailor-made mirror’s height. (If you’ve forgotten how tall you are,
simply multiply the mirror’s height by two.)
Idea, Design and Construction: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Reﬂection, Virtual Images, Intercept Theorem

240

40
200

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass, Cloth, Aluminium

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: --- Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 200 x 40 x 240 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Rail with Ceiling Attachment, Floor Marking

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Mirror Made to Measure_Wie viel Spiegel für wie viel Körper / Nr. 10610

Exhibit Data Sheet

Cube in a Mirror
Spin this wire-skeleton cube by turning the hand-wheel:
when does its mirror image appear biggest?
Idea: Spektrum, Berlin
Realisation: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Reﬂection, virtual Images

140

50

50

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 50 Kg

Materials: MDF, Plexiglass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 140 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Cube in a Mirror_Würfel im Spiegel / Nr. 10611

Exhibit Data Sheet

S-bend Mirror
Some fairground mirrors make you very short, some
very tall: this one does both. As you approach the mirror,
two rather squashed people merge to become an
extremely elongated you!
Idea: Dr. Rudolf Rüetschi, Warth/TG
Design and Construction: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Cylindrical Mirror, Concave, Convex

185

Dimensions in cm

70

165

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 280 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: humid microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 165 x 70 x 185 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
S-Bend Mirror_Zerr- und Wellenspiegel / Nr. 10612

Exhibit Data Sheet

Bucky‘s Brain (by Don Doak)
Suspended in artist Don Doak’s kaleidoscope is a sphere –
composed of a breathtaking 120 triangles. Coloured squiggles ﬂoat
on its surface; a delicate skeleton surrounds it: interactive art to
play with and delight in.
Idea and Realisation: Don Doak
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Kaleidoscope

130

90
Dimensions in cm

60

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 60 Kg

Materials: MDF, Copper, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 60 x 90 x 130 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Bucky‘s Brain (by Don Doak) / Nr. 10575

Exhibit Data Sheet

Plato‘s Playground (by Don Doak)
Ein Spiegelbild vom Spiegelbild vom Spiegelb... - ergibt
ein Kaleidoskop! Die drei Spiegel in dieser Röhre sind
so angeordnet, dass im Inneren ein ein sogenannter
Sternendodekaeder aus Spiegelbildern entsteht.
Verändern Sie Muster und Lichteinfall und lassen Sie sich
in die eine phantastische Spiegelwelt entführen.
Idea and Realisation: Don Doak
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Kaleidoscope, 60° Corner Mirrors

130

90
Dimensions in cm

60

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 60 Kg

Materials: MDF, Copper, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 60 x 90 x 130 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.

Datenblätter Spiegeleien_englisch_Stand 2015
Plato‘s Playground (by Don Doak) / Nr. 11308

Exponat Datenblatt

Dual Mirror I (by James Seawright)
James Seawright’s work is composed of 110 mirror tiles arranged into two
concave surfaces. The radii of curvature are the same, but the mirrors are
oriented in slightly different directions. Stand side by side with a friend: you’re
only 1 metre apart, but she’s reﬂected in one mirror (and can see 55 images of
herself), while you’re reﬂected x55 in the other and cannot see her reﬂection
at all. Stretch out your hand, into the edge of your friend’s image. Ask her to
reach towards you – you’ll ﬁnd a hand waving near the image of your head
without her body attached!
Idea and Realisation: James Seawright
Sector:
Optics

240

Keywords:
Concave Mirrors

10
180

Transport and Operation

Dimensions in cm

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 80 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass, Cement

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 180 x 10 x 240 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Wall Mounted. Requires construction: the exhibits are transported as 2 units.
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Exhibit Data Sheet

Experimental Stations 1 to 6
On a hexagonal table is a circus of hands-on activities, all to do
with reﬂections in every-day life.
E 1: What’s in a surface? An object on a glass mirror actually
‘ﬂoats’ 1-2mm above its reﬂection. On a polished steel surface,
it sits without ﬂoating, but the metal is easily scratched. The
bronze plate is rather soft: the earliest Chinese and Greek
mirrors were thin polished discs made of bronze.
E 2: Reﬂections off curved surfaces: Examine the ways the
bright letter ‘F’ is reﬂected off curved glass when the reﬂecting
surface is hemispheric, cylindrical, concave and convex.
E 3: Everyday curved mirrors: The car wing-mirror always shows
an undistorted image, but its distance can be very deceptive.
A shaving mirror shows up every facial blemish – just what
you need but rarely want to see ﬁrst thing in the morning!
Look at yourself in the bowl of a spoon. What happens to your
reﬂection on its convex back? Use the half cylinder and pointlight to create a caustic curve: have you ever seen this in a
teacup?

E 6: Unwanted reﬂections: To prevent stray reﬂections off
art-gallery masterpieces, anti-reﬂection glass can be used. One
problem: shininess is lost too. By etching a reﬂective surface
systematically, dull and shiny areas can be combined to
decorative effect – think gift wrapping!
Realisation: Technorama

Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Reﬂection, Mirrors, Curved Mirrors, Concave Mirrors, Convex
Mirrors, Magniﬁcation, Caustic Curves, Polarisation

Ø 280

E 4: Polarisation: Polaroid sunglasses block horizontallyvibrating light. Two Poraloids, crossed, let through almost
no light. Check the glare off glass and metal: from which is
reﬂected light polarised?
E 5: Interference: The butterﬂy’s wing has a surface structure
as ﬁne as a diffraction grating. Depending on the angle of
illumination, it is jewel
bright (light reinforcing
light – constructive interference) or dull aquamarine
(light cancelling light –
destructive interference).
Interference patterns on
banknotes and credit cards
are so hard to reproduce it
makes money and cards
very hard to counterfeit.

30

280

120

Ø 200

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: Kg

Materials: MDF, Wood, Metal

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: Table Ø= 200 x 120 cm,

Insurance Value: according to contract

Ceiling Ø= 280 x 30 cm
Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Ceiling Attachment, Low Light. 1 round table, ceiling in 2 parts.
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Cold Light / Heat Reﬂection
Without protection, the lamp in a projector would heat those precious slide
and video images to melting. How to Save Our Slides? This exhibit shows
the effect of different coatings on glass plates. One coating allows the glass
to transmit heat (long-wave infra-red radiation), but reﬂects most of the
light (shorter-wave radiation). The other transmits light, but reﬂects heat –
this is what the projector needs. See and feel the difference.
Idea: Dr. Rudolf Rüetschi, Warth/TG
Design and Construction: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Coatings, Interference, Absorption

130

50

50

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 50 Kg

Materials: MDF, Plexiglass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 130 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
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Exhibit Data Sheet

Polytakis (by Caspar Schwabe)
Created by Zurich mathematician/artist Caspar Schwabe,
Polytakis is designed to provoke kaleidoscope aﬁcionados
and quizzical visitors alike: pull the cord and create your
very own spherical universe of stars and shiny planets.
Idea and Realisation: Caspar Schwabe
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Corner Mirrors, virtual Images

188

92
92

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass, Metal Sheet

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 92 x 92 x 188 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
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Exhibit Data Sheet

Radar Reﬂector
When light strikes a rough surface it is reﬂected all over the place.
Now polish that surface to cut out all the diffuse radiation, and
you get a mirror off which a ray’s angle of reﬂection is precisely
its angle of incidence. For rays of longer wavelength than shortwavelength visible light, the polishing need not be as ﬁne.

Use the radar emitter and receiver to test the different
surfaces and ﬁnd the best radar reﬂectors: since radar has
a wavelength 60,000 times greater than light, a wire grid
makes a ‘polished’ surface.

Idea: Dr. Rudolf Rüetschi, Warth/TG
Design and Construction: Technorama
Sectors:
Optics, elektromagnetic Waves
Keywords:
Reﬂection, Interference

115

65
Dimensions in cm

80

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 50 Kg

Materials: MDF, Plexiglass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 80 x 65 x 115 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
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Exhibit Data Sheet

Shake Hands with Yourself
The concave mirror is shiny black: a red ball dangles
invitingly, brightly lit. Set the ball swinging, then slowly
reach to catch it. Your mirror-image hand reaches out to
catch a mirror-image red ball…. or to shake hands with you!
Idea: Exploratorium San Francisco
Realisation: Technorama

Sector:
Optics
Keywords:

Transport and Operation

Care and Mainenance

Conditions

Weight: 50 Kg

Materials: MDF, Plexiglass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 V

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 60 x 50 x 130 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
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Mirror Writing 1
Handedness of letters:
Most letters of the Roman alphabet are asymmetrical both
horizontally and vertically. But C, D and E look the same upside
down, though different in a mirror. I, O and X are completely
symmetrical. The little letters b and d, and p and q, swap into each
other when reversed in a mirror.
Handedness of numbers and text: The mirror writing ‘Polizei’
immediately identiﬁes the emergency service in drivers’ wing
mirrors, so cars can pull over and give way. The transparent clock
face demonstrates the truth of Robert L Walke’s words: “A mirror
does not reverse things right to left. It reverses front to back; it
reverses in and out.” Experiment, and verify it for yourself.
Design and Construction: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Symmetry, Reﬂection, Front-Rear Inversion

117

70

80
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 80 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 80 x 70 x 117 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
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Exhibit Data Sheet

Mirror Writing 2
Handedness of letters:
Most letters of the Roman alphabet are asymmetrical both
horizontally and vertically. But C, D and E look the same upside
down, though different in a mirror. I, O and X are completely
symmetrical. The little letters b and d, and p and q, swap into each
other when reversed in a mirror.
Handedness of numbers and text: The mirror writing ‘Polizei’
immediately identiﬁes the emergency service in drivers’ wing
mirrors, so cars can pull over and give way. The transparent clock
face demonstrates the truth of Robert L Walke’s words: “A mirror
does not reverse things right to left. It reverses front to back; it
reverses in and out.” Experiment, and verify it for yourself.
Design and Construction: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Symmetry, Reﬂection, Front-Rear Inversion, Left-/Right hander

120

100
80

Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 100 Kg

Materials: MDF, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 80 x 100 x 120 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
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Exhibit Data Sheet

Cube to Inﬁnity
This cube is as big as a garden hut, mirrored inside, with its corners cut
out so kids can crawl in and tall people can see what’s happening inside.
What’s happening is a funfair fantasy of inﬁnite proportions: feeling lost in
space?
Idea: © “Phänomen Spiegel“ – Markus Sommer and Therese Olivier
Design and Construction: Technorama
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Multiple Reﬂections

172

156
156
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 340 Kg

Materials: Wood, Glass

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: without power

Cleaning: moist microﬁbre cloth

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 156 x 156 x 172 cm

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
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Exhibit Data Sheet

Zoom Mirror (by Christian Megert)
Christian Megert’s ﬂexible, pressurised mirror is 1.2 metre in diameter.
As its radius of curvature alters the mirror zooms from convex to
concave. Viewed from a distance, your image is upright and reversed in
the convex mirror. As pressure falls and the mirror becomes concave,
your image is turned upside down.
Artist: Christian Megert, Bern (ca. 1968)
Sector:
Optics
Keywords:
Concave Mirror, Convex Mirror

196

70
125
Dimensions in cm

Transport and Operation

Care and Maintenance

Conditions

Weight: 120 Kg

Materials: MDF, Metal, Film

Only available as the complete set of 35 exhi-

Power: 230 Volt

Cleaning: Spiegelfolie nur mit spe-

bits or as the reduced version with 25 exhibits.

Dimensions: 125 x 70 x 196 cm

ziellem Pinsel reinigen

Insurance Value: according to contract

Notes
The hirer is responsible for transport and insurance. Lighting is always the responsibility of the hirer.
Barriered region up to 10m viewing distance, Floor marking is the responsibility of the hirer.
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